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ly/TheMicrobladingBible"align="still left"> This book will take you to in-depth discussions
about important topics like which blades to make use of, numbing creams, epidermis pigment
and undertones, brow measurements plus much more.< The Microblading Bible can be a
clear step-by-step instruction manual. Unlike various other texts in the long lasting makeup
field, The Microblading Bible focuses solely on the microblading
technology.imgsrc="http://bit. Often found in microblading trainings.
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If you lazy or don't have time to research relevant information then buy. Specifically after
seeing the publication is normally $10 cheaper this week against last week. Please let me
understand if this review is helpful or not really. ThanksssLet's get straight to the point.
Nothing beats a refresher and continuing education A good book to begin with This book is a
easy read. Although she does declare that this book is a result of her research, how can you
duplicate write something that's not yours, to begin with? Great pictures of illustrations and
Products to get. Corrine Asch claims copyright to her mediocre info. The majority of the
information and pictures in this book are all produced from blogs & While there is some useful
basic details in the publication, it could all be found for free online. Not long ago i received my
Certification and we went over everything in this publication. I think its an excellent start with
studying microblading. As a microblade instructor and artists I absolutely usually do not
recommend this book.. Ideal for beginners or individuals who no nothing at all about
microblading. It is a compiled mess of info that will just leave you with an increase of
questions. I do prefer to refer back again to this book every once in awhile. Or you can google.
I don't regret purchasing this publication." This was a thrown together, low quality attempt. It's
not comprehensive, its a good start to understanding the very basic concept of microblading.
But once again every topic in this publication could be searched easily. Usually do not
recommend this poor book. This book is stolen information off the internet without any actual
miroblading pictures of the actual procedure. Maybe my instructor copied and paste the same
information and billed an arm and leg for this exceptional info. If you want to save money, then
do your personal research. This book by no means shape or form may be the "microblading
bible. This will not replace hands on in person training. The images are low quality and so may
be the information. I came across multiple grammar mistakes aswell.. Great Beginners but.
same client forms. In order to save time, then purchase this book. articles compiled by other
artists. Very Very easy read The product supply list is missing a couple of things but the basics
is there. It is possible to google or YouTube set of recommended microblading items as years
go on new and improved items come out. Overall an excellent buy. Five Stars Good basic
book every single microblading artist ought to know. good read love it had lots of helpful
suggestions and more details than other ones i've read. the colour theory was good This book
rocks! Great source of information!! I REALLY LIKE LOVE LOVE this reserve. It has really
helped my technique and healing. And yes it helped me with my client conversations. I
HIGHLY advise getting this book if you’re an artist or plan on becoming a microblading artist.
Sorta disappointed. Especially after seeing the book is $10 cheaper ... The book offers a whole
lot of info but nothing you can't find elsewhere and certainly not worth $37 . Great read! I take
the time to write Amazon reviews to help anyone who is thinking about spending their hard
earned cash, but even if it's not your money, there are always chance costs. Meh. Learned a
lot! Informative Important have to know facts before less than taking this Treatment. Its smart
to join the organizations on facebook and read the the recommended readings. Pretty simple
information but a good refresh for those that require it. I love it Really a microbladding bible I
still go back to it from time to time Good refresh. Sorta disappointed. GREAT BOOK WELL
WRITTEN BOOK. Great Refresher Read This book is excellent to have even if youve already
taken microblading courses. I've taken a program and almost a certified microblading artist, I
have to complete 10 exams that's hard and time-consuming which is amazing because I don't
have confidence in botching up anyone's faces. I browse it with in the 1st 4 hours of having it. I
go through this book before my training course and it addresses everything I learned. I'd not
stop with simply the book. Superb coherent easy reading materials with wonderful existence



photos and choices to examine. Next its important to get into a course that teaches about
microblading. The book is not all that you need to get began in your job with microblading
because you need to get additional training from a class offering training. Good product Good
Exceptional book.Relevant and important tips. Among the best book on this topic, available.
Extremely useful.
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